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Increased attacks by terrorist groups in the Sahel, coupled with cross-border challenges such as
drug trafficking, human smuggling, migration and displacement, have resulted in a combination
of both regional and international security responses.

Sources: United Nations Multidimensional Integrated
Stabilization Mission in Mali (MINUSMA), European
External Action Service (EEAS), G5 Sahel Secretariat,

French Ministry of Armed Forces.

Click here for the printable PDF version.

To address the growing threat posed by Islamist militant groups in the Sahel  , major security
initiatives have been launched in the region:
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MINUSMA

The United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali (MINUSMA) was
established by United Nations Security Council Resolution 2100 of 25 April 2013. In accordance
with its mandate, it is responsible for helping to restore security. and to support the political
process in Mali after the coup and the jihadist offensive that destabilized the country in 2012-
2013. Among the 57 troop contributors are Burkina Faso, Chad, Bangladesh, Senegal, Egypt,
Togo, Niger, Guinea, Germany and China.

The soldiers are deployed on 13 sites and cover 3 sectors, the headquarters being based in
Bamako, the capital:

North Sector (Kidal, Tessalit, Aguelhoc)
East Sector (Gao, Menaka, Ansongo)
West sector (Timbuktu, Diabaly, Douentza, Goundam, Gossi, Mopti, Sévaré)

Since 2013, 191 UNAMSMA peacekeepers have lost their lives, including 118 in hostile acts,
making it the deadliest peacekeeping operation in the world today.

Joint G5 Sahel ForceJoint G5 Sahel Force

G5 Sahel is a subregional organization established in 2014 as an intergovernmental partnership
between Burkina Faso, Mali, Mauritania, Niger and Chad. It aims to support economic and
security cooperation in the Sahel and to jointly address humanitarian and security challenges,
including attacks by terrorist groups. In 2017, the G5 Sahel launched a military alliance, the Joint
G5 Sahel Force (FC-G5S).

The concept of operations of the G5 Sahel Joint Force is based on four pillars:

Combat terrorism, drug trafficking and human trafficking
Contribute to the restoration of state authority and the return of refugees and displaced
persons
Facilitate humanitarian assistance and assistance to vulnerable populations
Contribute to the implementation of development strategies in the G5 Sahel region
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Spanning 5 million square kilometers - more or less the distance between the Atlantic coast of
Europe and the city of Moscow, the G5 countries have already deployed troops on three spindles
(West, Central and is). Each battalion is made up of about 650 soldiers, for a total of 5,000.
Moreover, beyond these efforts in terms of manpower by the G5 countries, the FC-G5S is
supported by a coalition of 26 country and by the European Union.

Contributions announced by G5 Sahel countriesContributions announced by G5 Sahel countries

CountryCountry
Staff made available toStaff made available to

the FC-G5Sthe FC-G5S
Total number ofTotal number of

armed forcesarmed forces
Staff deployed in a UN framework orStaff deployed in a UN framework or

other peace operationsother peace operations

MaliMali 1,100 soldiers; 
200 gendarmes

15,570 50 soldiers at UN missions

BurkinaBurkina
FasoFaso

550 soldiers; 
100 gendarmes

9,100 2,100 soldiers at UN missions

NigerNiger 1,100 soldiers; 
200 gendarmes

14,200 975 soldiers at UN missions; 

1,000 at the FMM 

ChadChad 550 soldiers; 
100 gendarmes

30,300 1,500 soldiers at UN missions; 

2,000 at the FMM

MauritaniaMauritania 550 soldiers; 
100 gendarmes

17,000 1,050 soldiers at UN missions

 Combined multinational force. Set up to fight the terrorist group Boko Haram, it brings
together Nigeria, Chad, Niger, Cameroon and Benin.

Operation Barkhane

On January 10, 2013, France launched Operation Serval in Mali to stop a jihadist insurgency that
threatened to seize the capital and overthrow the government of Bamako. In August 2014,
Serval became Operation Barkhane, which aims to support the armed forces of the Sahel-
Saharan countries to fight against armed terrorist groups and prevent the re-establishment of
terrorist sanctuaries in the region. It has about 4,500 soldiers and an approximate budget of 700
million euros per year. Its three main bases are divided between the headquarters of the
operation, based in N'Djamena (Chad), and two other command posts located in Niamey (Niger)
and Gao (Mali).

In October 2018, at the request of the Burkinabe government, Barkhane's theater of operations
expanded in Burkina Faso, which is facing a meteoric rise in attacks by terrorist groups  .

European Union missions to Mali and Niger

EUTM MaliEUTM Mali contributes to the military training of the Malian Armed Forces (FAMa). Its
objective is to strengthen the capabilities of FAMa and enable them to conduct military
operations aimed at reducing the threat posed by terrorist groups to the population and
the territorial integrity of Mali.
EUCAP Sahel MaliEUCAP Sahel Mali advises and trains elements of the National Police, the Gendarmerie
and the National Guard to implement the reforms decided by the government. Its
missions aim to help improve operational efficiency, support command and control
capabilities and strengthen the role of judicial and administrative authorities in their
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redeployment in the north of the country.
EUCAP Sahel NigerEUCAP Sahel Niger  's mission is to strengthen the rule of law in Niger by providing
training, advice and support to the Nigerian security forces (National Police, Gendarmerie
and National Guard). The long-term goal is also to promote regional and international
effectiveness and coordination in the fight against terrorism and organized crime.
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